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ABSTRACT
Background: Cryptography is a technique of securing data for multiple purposes. This
process includes both the process of encryption and decryption. Encryption is when the
given data is covered from an understandable form to an un-understandable form, and
decryption is the total opposite. It makes the un-understandable data to an
understandable form.
Objective: This paper speaks about two cryptography methods, which focus on text
cryptography. The idea is not only to encrypt text for secure communication, but also to
do so quickly. This leads to the first proposed method, which completes the process
without the use of a secret key. The encryption function uses the numeric values of the
plaintext, from an initial vector and manipulates the plaintext to generate the cipher
text. The next one is a keyed algorithm, which uses the key only to ensure the message
is being decrypted to the authorized person. The key is of the alphanumeric form and it
can be of any size.
Results: The implementation of the proposed algorithm resulted in a favorable
outcome. The implementation has used the ASCII Table as the reference to populate the
Initial Vector, and the max value was 256.
Conclusion: This paper proposes 2 algorithms which can provide sufficient security
against the brute-force attack. The main application of such algorithms could be in
storing sensitive data or sending secure e-mails. The strength of this algorithm is that it
is much quicker and system resource saving, as there are no loops or repetitive steps
followed.

INTRODUCTION
Crypto means “Concealed” or “Secret”, and Graphy means “A Descriptive Science” or “The Study of”.
Together, Cryptography means “The Study of Concealing data”. Cryptography consists of 2 major parts, they
are: Encryption and Decryption. Encryption is the process of generating a cipher text or a secret message,
whereas Decryption is the opposite, that is; converting the cipher text to plaintext.
Cryptography is used for the following reasons: 1. Authentication, 2. Privacy, 3. Integrity, 4. NonRepudiation and 5. Access Control.(A. Mathur, 2012)
There are 2 types of Recoverable Cryptography methods. They are: Symmetric-Key Cryptography, and
Asymmetric-Key Cryptography (Also called Public-Key Cryptography). In Symmetric Cryptography, the key
used to encrypt and decrypt the given data, is the same key, but in Asymmetric Cryptography, there is one key
to encrypt the data and another key to decrypt the encrypted data.
This paper introduces 2 methods of cryptography, which are (1) Keyless Cryptography method, (2)
Symmetric Key Cryptography method (referred as Keyed Cryptography, in this paper). These techniques are
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developed to complete the process of encryption quickly and to withstand brute force attack. The actual
cryptography method is the key of the algorithm, as in this is what makes the keyless cryptography secure, to a
certain extend.
Literature Review:
In (A. Mathur, 2012), the author has proposed an algorithm for data cryptography (particularly text
encryption and decryption) by altering the ASCII values of the plain text, based on the key. The key is first
manipulated and then used. Also, this algorithm uses Symmetric Keys for this process. The only problem in this
paper is that the key provided needs to be of the same length as the message.
The (J Gitanjali, Dr.N.Jeyanthi, C.Ranichandra, M.Pounambal, 2014) uses matrix multiplication and
palindrome numbers to create a cipher text. It does so by operating on the ASCII values using a key, which
consists of Palindrome Numbers and Unique Alphanumeric ID, which again is converted to ASCII. The ID
provides authentication over the network. (J Gitanjali, Dr.N.Jeyanthi, C.Ranichandra, M.Pounambal, 2014) also
sends the data in a set of 3 keys, making the task of the crypt-analyst challenging. On the decrypting side, the
inverse of the encoding matrix is used and the plain text is obtained.
The author of (A. K. Bairagi, 2011), has introduced a new cryptography algorithm. This algorithm takes the
ASCII codes of the plain text and based on the Evenness or Oddness of the ASCII Value, it is manipulated.
After the encryption process, the final ASCII code is replaced in the Least Significant Bit of the Image (pixel
value)( A. K. Bairagi, 2011). This image is the carrier of the cipher text. The only drawback is that it is a very
long process and thus the execution time is large.
The paper (A. Singh and U. Jauhari, 2012), has 2 Cryptography technique combined. It uses text
cryptography along with steganography to securely transmit data over the network. It follows the principle of
symmetric key encryption, which is it uses the same key for encryption and decryption. Here, the key is an
integer of length 5. The process of encryption takes the ASCII of the data and then performs arithmetic
operations on it, with the digits extracted from the key. The final ASCII values are then hidden into an image,
and transmitted.
Problem Statement:
There are a number of cryptography algorithms, but they concentrate on the security of the content. Some
cases the security isn’t the first priority, but the speed is. A good example would be e-mail. Here the data needs
to be encrypted and send it but most of the available algorithms are time consuming. The algorithm proposed
here is to achieve speed, by reducing the security level, as compared to other algorithms.
Proposed Work:
The proposed work has taken a few points as requirements, they are:
The receiver of the cipher text is the authorized receiver
There is an initial vector (IV), which contains a numeric value to every character. The values will be taken
at the time of setup of the application. These values are the ones to be used for the purpose of encryption and
decryption.
The Values in IV can be as large as needed, but the numbers allocated to every character must be in a
sequence. That is, no numeric value can be skipped; all values from 0 to the largest numeric value must be feed
to the IV.
This algorithm needs at least 2 characters as plain text and 2 characters as key, if it is being used, to work.
(1) Keyless Cryptography method:
This method works by taking the ASCII values of two consecutive characters and encrypting the first
ASCII based on the second ASCII value. The data it accepts is only of String Format.
The Algorithms are as follows:
Algorithm: keyless_encryption(plain text)
Step 1: Calculate the length of the plain text.
Step 2: Do until the entire plain text is encrypted
Step 1: Extract the character to be encrypted and the next character. If it’s the last character, then take it
and the first character of the cipher text.
Step 2: Find the corresponding numeric value of each character form IV.
Step 3: Add the 2 numeric values and perform modulo operation on the sum, with the Largest
NumericValue in IV after incrementing it by 1.
Step 4: The returned Character is the encrypted character; so append it to the cipher text.
Step 3: return the cipher text
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Algorithm: keyless_decryption(cipher text)
Step 1: Calculate the length of the cipher text.
Step 2: Do until the entire cipher text is decrypted
Step 1: Start from the last position. Extract the current character and the next character. If the last
character needs to be extracted then extract the first character and pass this as the next
character. Find their numeric values from IV. Perform subtraction, and modulo it with the
largest value, after incrementing it by 1.
Step 2: The value obtained needs to be fetched from the IV, to get its corresponding character.
Step 3: The returned Character is the decrypted character; so append it to the plain text
Step 3: return the plain text
(2) Keyed Cryptography method:
This method works in the same manner as the keyless cryptography method, but instead uses a key to
secure the encryption. The key and the data are to be in String Format.
The Algorithms are as follows:
Algorithm: key_encryption(plain text, key)
Step 1: Calculate the length of plain text.
Step 2: Calculate the length of Key.
Step 3: Encrypt the key, using the algorithm (keyless_encryption)
Step 4: Generate Special ASCII from Key
Step 5: Do until the plain text is encrypted
Step 1: Extract the character to be encrypted and the next character
Step 2: Call the encryption function, passing the 2 parameters (pass special ASCII along with last
character, for encrypting last character)
Step 3: The returned Character is the encrypted character; so append it to the cipher text.
Step 6: Append the Encrypted Key and Cipher Text into the cipher text
Step 7: Return the cipher text
Algorithm: key_decryption(cipher text, key)
Step 1: Calculate the length of cipher text.
Step 2: Calculate the length of Key.
Step 3: Encrypt the key, using the algorithm (keyless_encryption)
Step 4: Extract key from cipher text
Step 5: Check if the extracted key and the Encrypted Key match, if yes then continue. Otherwise report and
exit.
Step 6: Generate Special ASCII from Key
Step 7: Do until the cipher text is decrypted
Step 1: Extract the character to be encrypted and the next character
Step 2: Call the encryption function, passing the 2 parameters (pass special ASCII along with last
character, for decrypting last character)
Step 3: The returned Character is the decrypted character; so append it to the plain text
Step 8: Return the plain text
Experimental Results:
Initial Vector:
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Fig. 1: Initial Vector values, part-1.

Fig. 2: Initial Vector values, part-2.
Implementation:

Fig. 3: Keyless Encryption using IV.
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Fig. 4: Keyless Decryption using IV.

Fig. 5: Keyed Encryption using IV.

Fig. 6: Keyed Decryption using IV, and wrong Key.
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Fig. 7: Keyed Decryption using IV and wrong Key, Error.

Fig. 8: Keyed Decryption using IV, and correct Key.
Mathematical Functionality:
The current algorithm gives the complexity depending on the IV. The larger the IV, the harder it will be to
crack the encryption. The complexity is calculated in terms of factorial, as the number of possibilities depend on
the size of the IV.
In the example the size of the IV was 256. So there are 256! possibilities of the IV, and 256! is:
85781777534284265411908227168123262515778152027948561985965565037726945255314758937744
029136045140845037588534233658430615719683469369647532228928849742602567963733256336878644
267520762679456018796886797152114330770207752664645146470918732610083287632570281898077367
178145417025052301860849531906813825748107025281755945947698703466571273813928620523475680
821886070120361108315209350194743710910172696826286160626366243502284094419140842461593600
0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000. To find the correct combination
would require a brute-force attack. This is the possibility of a keyless cryptography algorithm. In the keyed
algorithm, the password would be required to start the decryption process, and the key can be of any size,
containing alpha-numeric characters.
Conclusion:
The methods proposed in this paper are used to achieve a certain level of security with or without the use of
secret keys. The process in the algorithm is a form of a key which makes cracking it, by using brute-force attack,
very difficult, if not impossible. The application of this algorithm would likely be in mails for transferring
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sensitive content, to intended users only, or storing sensitive or secretive data, or in any field where the data
needs to encrypted and decrypted quickly.
Future Scope:
In the future, the keyed cryptography technique needs to be made much stronger, not only to brute-force
attack but also other forms of attacks, and try to remove any existing faults, if found, in the current proposed
method. Also the work needs to be optimized for more real-time applications like device communications, or
focus it down to slower performing devices, so that the algorithm can perform quickly and keep resources
available to other tasks.
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